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Thomas Körtvélyessy / Reàl Dance Company
the dance/r is present
Sokrates + walking con·sens·us / skytime || Venezia 2014 – Rotterdam 2015

August 29th – September 11th 2015
video documentation from artist-residency at Emily Harvey Foundation, Venice (IT), Spring/Summer 2014

also showing: 

Dr. LOVE / il medico della peste Version II 
object based on the Venetian mask by KörDés 
(collaboration Thomas Körtvélyessy & Jean-Ulrick Désert) 

special dates: 

August 29th  2015, 19.00 hrs - Sokrates by Thomas Körtvélyessy
August 30th 2015, 14.00 hrs - Sokrates by Thomas Körtvélyessy, followed by the official opening 

September 1st – 11th Tea with Thomas
one-on-one showings by invitation and appointment
(send an e-mail to teawiththomas@realdancecompany.org )
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Thomas Körtvélyessy / Reàl Dance Company
the dance/r is present: 
Sokrates + walking con·sens·us / skytime, Venezia 2014 – Rotterdam 2015

August 29th – September 11th 2015

Referring to The Artist Is Present (2010) by Marina Abramovic at the Museum of Modern Art New York, 
choreographer Thomas Körtvélyessy presents a series of intimate small-scale encounters with himself and 
video recordings made while he was artist-in-residence at Emily Harvey Foundation Venice in 2014.
The chosen title for the series accentuates the insistence of the choreographer on dance as an emancipated 
art-form, but also calls out to think about differences in status and economic reality between the production of 
dance and visual arts. 

The videos were shot while recreating the title works Sokrates and walking con·sens·us / skytime for public 
space in the historical center of Venice. Drawing inspiration from the Greek philosopher Socrates, Fluxus, the 
International Situationist Movement, art-interventions, and Postmodern American dance starting in the 
1950s, both recreated works examine the role of dance in public space and the relationship between 
performer and audience, but also the notion of un/finishedness of a dance piece. 

While Sokrates is an ambulatory and almost stream-of-consciousness itinerary of the performer, which 
engages the city and its inhabitants in improvised and shared moments of performance, walking 
con·sens·us / skytime uses video-projection and the daily action of walking in a group to create an intermedia 
event that engages the entire performance location. Both works owe inspiration and example to 20th century 
pioneer Elaine Summers, co-founder of the original Judson Dance Theater in 1960s New York, and originator 
of a unique approach to movement, Kinetic Awareness®, who was also long-time mentor to Körtvélyessy. 

The residence was co-sponsored by aisthesis (stichting in oprichting) and realized in co-production with 
Marianna Andrigo, LiveArtsCultures, C32, eventi-arte venezia, Kairòs Venezia, and Berlin-based visual 
artists Jean-Ulrick Désert and Gisela Weimann. 

Tea with Thomas
Selections of the recorded material are available for 1-on-1 showings as Tea with Thomas by appointment. 
Each meeting examines the role of personal presence of the maker and raises questions about 
representation of dance and kinesthetic poetry on video. 

The appointments can be made during the period of September 1st -11th 
To make an appointment, please send an e-mail to 
teawiththomas@realdancecompany.org

OTHER EVENTS: 
Opening the series, Sokrates will be re-performed by Thomas Körtvélyessy on Saturday August 29th, 
at 19.00 hrs on Bergsingel, opposite the gallery. A general presentation of the material will happen on 
Sunday August 30th, 2015 at 14.00 hrs, preceded by a second re-performance of Sokrates by Thomas 
Körtvélyessy

Dr. LOVE
Additionally, KörDés, the collaboration project of Thomas Körtvélyessy and Jean-Ulrick Désert, will show a 
second version of their object Dr. LOVE / il medico della peste, Variation II, which originally was created for a 
memorial exhibition honoring Fluxus artist Emily Harvey at the Emily Harvey Gallery in Venice, 2014. 
The object is based on a Venetian carnival mask of the same name but transforms it from an object of horror 
into a connecting and playful artifact that reflects the artists' potential to overcome what pioneer Wilhelm 
Reich called the Emotional Pestilence. 

Further information: 

All artworks presented can be acquired, either as an object (DVD / installation) or as a performance.
Please contact
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